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BACKGROUND

* SECY-98-300 proposed high level approaches ("options")

* SECY-99-256 provided rulemaking plan and ANPR

* SECY-00-1 94 provided preliminary views on ANPR comments and thoughts
on regulatory approach

* South Texas exemption

* Stakeholder- interactions
-- Public workshops
-- Pilot plant activitiesv
-- Commission and ACRS briefings
-- Draft rule language posted on website
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.OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED RULE

* §50.69(a) Definitions
-- Defines, RISC-i through RISC-4
-- Safety 'sign'ificanitfuniction'

.I

* §50.69(b)'AXpi Hbility 'and'ie cenee and app icnt
Specif~'5-! honi'a-'y cadopt 50.69, lbese

- S~ecigfiies thrdgbilations'tha-t'50.69 is'an alentvfo
Exampiles: Pairt 2.1-reporting-

Inevce inspection, inservice testing in" 50.55a
-- Specifies reqire~t fotmlmetto

'Sub'mittal' with ide'ntifie-d info'rmation about categorization and PRA
Approval via' license amhendrnent(o as pato rnt of lcene
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OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED RULE CONT'

* §50.69(c) Categorization Process
-- Specifies requirements that categorization-process must meet:

- 'PRA re'quirerments -(technical adequacy, peer review)
- Internal/external events, all modes, SSCs in and out of PRA
- Consider both design basis and other credited functions
- Reflect current plant'configuration and operating practices
- Maintain defense-in-depth -philosophy'
- Be implemented 'at 'system level not just for individual component
- Maintain safety margins --- CDF and LERF increases are small
- Use an Integrated Decision-making Panel (expert panel) with

appropriate expertise
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OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED RULE CONT'

o §50.69(d) Alternative.Treatment Requirements,
-- Specifies RISC-1 .'an'd RISC-2 SSCs treatment requirements

....Specifies RiSC-3'treatment requirements . '

* §50.69(e),)Feedbackrand .Process Adjustment ,, ; :,..

.Requiremnts for'updating PR.A arnd categorization,
.equirementsfor feeding'back performance maintain...

t categorization''process'results
co sstnl wi;, , *, resu, l**t . ..

* 50.69(f)-Program.Documentation and Change Control
-- Doc'um'entation're'quirements for categorization
-- ,, .FSAR update'requirements .to reflect categorization. (by, system)
-- Remove requirement for 50.59 review for treatment implem'entation

* §50.69(g) Reporting ': - .
-- ... Reporting requi'reme'nt for' RISC1' 'and RSC-2 events orconditions
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MAJOR TECHNICAL ISSUES

* Requiremernts to implement "robust categorization" including PRA quality
-- Rule Requirements
,-- NEI 00-04 guidance

-Staff comments (DG 1121) modifying NEI guidance

* Level. of detail in proposed 'rule for' RISC-3 treatment requirements
-- High-level requirements to provide reasonable confidence
-- Level of~detail related to confidence in proper categorization

* Requirement that any increase in CDE or LERF be small
-- Evaluations 'of potential changes in reliability or failure rates
-- Licensee must have a basis to support.as part of the submittal
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STATUS

* SECY-02-0176 dated September 30, 2002, forwarded proposed rule to
Commission with recommendation topublish for public comment..

* Rule contains high-level treatment requirements for RISC-3 - the Statement
of-Considerations includes, a section that, presents the "more detailed"
requirements once considered, for public comment

' ,.

* DPVs filed, with; concerns that rule requirements for RISC-3 SSC are not
sufficient .

* Draft regulatory guide (DG-1121). has several open issues (listed in
attachment to DG) , . -,.,
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MAJOR COMMENTS IN DG-1121

* Use of simplified.methods must be demonstrated to have conservative
categorization results (suitable quality attributes)

* Licensee must provide basis for factor to be used in change-in-risk
evaluations including basis that risk impact is small for SSC categorized by
non-PRA methods

* Defense-in-depth guidance ne.eds-clarification

* IDP cannot lower significance of any SSC as determined by the analyses,
including base PRA results, PRA sensitivity studies and evaluation/modeling
conservatisms

BACKUP
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